“I need a device that provides audio cueing and visual biofeedback of step length and step speed.”

**NEW** All-In-One Flat Panel Touchscreen Display with Windows Operating System and Sturdy Functional Support Bar USB connectivity.

**Sound Bar** included with optional Music-Assisted Therapy Package.

**Heart Rate Monitoring** Polar® contact handgrips (telemetry compatible).

**Open Platform** offers unobstructed use with unweighing systems, other handrail options available.

**Reverse Belt Direction** from 0–3 mph

**Instrumented Deck** monitors and records step length, step speed and right-to-left time distribution.

**Exact-Track** belt eliminates belt shift and tracking problems.

**Safe, Incremental Speed** begin movement as slowly as 0.1 mph.

**Elevation** 0 to 15% grade

**Low Profile** 7” step-up height provides easy patient transfer.

**Footfall Screen**

**Histogram Screen** - plots right and left step lengths / symmetry

---

**Footer**
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